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SUBJECT: RE: Vegetation Management

REQUEST:
Refer to Rebuttal Testimony of Elizabeth M. Andrews, Exh. EMA-7T at 30:5–11.
Please:
a. Explain what you mean by “the Company separately tracks these two necessary programs and will take both programs into consideration prior to deferring any wildfire-related expenses, up or down, from the wildfire baseline agreed to within the Settlement of $5.1 million (and the routine actual test period expense of $5.6 million).”
b. Does the statement quoted in subpart (a) mean that total vegetation management costs for both the routine program and the Wildfire Plan must exceed $10.7 million ($5.1 million for the Wildfire Plan plus $5.6 million for routine vegetation management) before any amounts are deferred into the Wildfire Plan Balancing account? If yes, provide a reference where this treatment was explained in the Company’s filed direct case or in responses to data requests, and provide also an example how it would work for RY1 and RY2.

RESPONSE:
a. As noted in direct testimony at Exh. EMA-1T, at 60:11-18:

In 2020 this existing program [the routine vegetation management maintenance] was separated into two programs based on the new Wildfire Resiliency Plan: 1) Routine Maintenance and 2) Risk-Tree Identification and Mitigation (“Risk-Tree”).43 (Footnote 43: Routine distribution and transmission maintenance is budgeted annually at approximately $8.9 million. This routine expense is separately tracked and accounted for from all wildfire-related expenses. Any deferral of wildfire expense is tracked incrementally to the Wildfire Expense Balancing Account baseline, and will also ensure it is incremental to the routine maintenance expense included in base rates. Each of these programs have different scopes and budgets in order to continue our routine cycle trimming and to give additional focus to “risk-trees” under the Wildfire Resiliency Plan. (Emphasis added.)

This means the Company separately tracks its Routine Maintenance ($8.9 million system) from its Risk Tree (Wildfire Mitigation) work and will take into consideration the routine maintenance level included in base rates (Washington’s share), as well as the Washington wildfire expense baseline, on an annual basis, when deferring incremental expenses. The Company separately identified the annual Washington levels of these balances $5.1 million Risk Tree and $5.6 million for routine actual test period expense within its direct testimony.

Further, the Company noted within its direct filed case at Exh. EMA-1T pg. 61:9-12 that: “The Wildfire Balancing Account, of course, provides the added protection that allows the Company to defer any
balances above or below the established baseline (including any off-setting direct O&M savings that may occur).41” (Footnote 41: Although the Company is unaware of direct O&M savings at this time, through the operation of the balancing account, O&M costs will be tracked net of cost savings, thereby effectively capturing over time any embedded cost savings.)

b. Yes, on an annual basis. See a. The Company records its wildfire deferral on a monthly basis, as required by GAAP. As described in PC-DR-101, Wildfire expenses are recorded monthly to O&M transmission and distribution expense accounts and coded with a MAC 207 code to track them separately.1 Provided with PC-DR-101 Attachment A, and described in PC-DR-101, the Company estimated a shaping of those expenses normalized over the 12-months in calendar 2022. The Company also shaped the baseline of the expenses approved by the Commission in UE-200900 of $3.065 million to reflect an annual amount. As actuals expenses occur and tracked in MAC 207, the monthly actuals will be compared to the monthly shaped baseline of $3.065 million (annual amount) to record a deferral monthly. This shaping will ensure a full $3.065 million is considered over any 12-month period. Any amounts on a monthly (and ultimately annual amount) above the baseline would be deferred.

However, to consider the impact of the routine vegetation management expense, the Company does not take the monthly routine vegetation management expense into consideration. Routine vegetation management expense will be considered on a calendar basis to ensure a matching of costs (both routine and risk tree) and the wildfire baseline. This will ensure the Company can evaluate annual total Wildfire expense, routine management expense, and any net savings.

1 Vegetation routine maintenance is tracked through MAC code 206.